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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF CRATER FORMATION DYNAMICS 
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Understanding the dependence of crater size upon gravity has been shown to be key to the complete determination of the 
dynamic and kinematic behavior of crater formation as well as ejecta phenomena (see Table 1 in ref. 6). We have identified three 
unique time regimes in the formation of an impact  rater.^^^ The "early" time regime represents the initial motion during which the 
target material may be overdriven by the source. The particle velocity in the target, initially one dimensional, is determined by the 
high pressure material properties of the source and the target. As the process continues into the "intermediate" time regime, the 
flow becomes two dimensional and an interim length scale based upon source size evolves. Well into this regime, the specific 
characteristics of the source such as size, specific energy, and density can no longer be identified in the flow field. In their place an 
overall size scale evolves which then holds out to much later times. The properties of the flow field depend only upon a particular 
product of powers of the source size a, and specific energy Q. This quantity a M 2  is referred to as a coupling parameter4 In 
particular cases the flow field in the intermediate regime has very special motions. For example, if subsequent to the early-time 
regime, crater growth is independent of gravity, material strength and wave speed, then crater dimensions should grow as a simple 
power-law in time with exponent equal to pI(1i-p). "Late" time refers to the final stage when retarding forces due to gravity or 
material strength arrest the decaying flow field to form the final crater or maximum transient crater. For this stage, we have shown 
that the final crater should depend only upon the coupling parameter product a w ,  gravity andlor s h . e ~ ~ t h . ~ ~ ~  

The existence of a coupling parameter for water was previous1 demonstrated by showing that the time of formation could be 
simply related to the maximum transient crater volume and gravity?3i1~ Data for rate of cram growth spanning over two orders 
of magnitude, were also presented. Those data are now supplemented with microsecond resolution results which show that the 
power-law growth regime extends over a range of 5 orders of magnitude from a size scale on the order of source dimensions to 
approximatly 70% of the maximum transient crater volume.ll This was true for all the different test conditions, which covered a 
range of gravities from 1 to 500G and produced final formation times on the order of 150 msec for the largest of the 1G tests and 
less than 4 msec for the 500G tests. 

An ultra-high speed framing camera is used to obtain very-early-time crater growth in water. Framing rates up to 1.4 million 
pictureslsec provide interframe time intervals on the order of source relaxation time. The complete experimentally determined 
growth curve for crater volume is shown in Fig.1. Slope of the power-law region is consistent with the expected value of 3pI(lyl). 

Crater depth is shown in Fig2 and it also displays power-law growth with a value for the exponent equal to p/(l+p). Also shown 
on the Figs. 1 and 2 are the preliminary results1 from a 5MT code calculation for a source buried 5m below the surface of a water 
halfspace. The slightly f l a b  slope of calculated curves is thought to be attributable to the depth of burst. The experimental 
results were obtained using E-106 blasting caps just touching the surface of the water (sometimes called "tangent above" for 
spheres). To test this contention, the code results were modified to include only the portion of the crater below the burial depth. 
That is, a 5-m tall cylindrical volume with radius equal to the crater radius was subtracted from the volume of the crater at each edit 
and the crater depth was reduced by 5m an amount equal to the depth of burst. These results are compared in Figs. 3 and 4. The 
slopes of the curves are now in better agreement with the experimental data indicating that the small depth of burst for the 5MT 
source results in a slightly lesser value for the exponent p. This trend has also been observed for a suite of depth-of-burst centrifuge 
experiments in dry sand currently under investigation. Again the code results for water cavity radius are compared with the 
experimental data in Fig. 5. Both display power-law growth with slope equal to pI(l+p). 

These experiments to record dynamic data for crater growth provide a very detailed and critical test of a complete and unified 
scaling theory for cratering mechanics. Figure 6 is a prediction for the 5MT time of formation based upon dimensional analysis and 
an empirical fit9 to experimental results for hypervelocity impact2 This same fit shows good agreement with low-speed water drop 
experiments12 as was shown previously?*9 
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FIG. 1 SCALED VOLUME vs TIME ( 0 . 1 4  PETN IN WATER) FIG. 2 SCALED DEPTH vs TIME ( 0 . 1 4  PETN IN WATER) 
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FIG. t, 3 SCALED VOLUME V S  TIME DEPTH ( 0 . 1 4  O F  PETN But I N  WATER) FIG. A SCALED DEPTH V S  TlME ( 0 . 1 4  PETN I N  WATER) 
(CORRECTED FOR 5-U DEPTH OF BURST) 
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FIG. 8 PREDICTION O F  5-MT FORMATION TIME USING 
FIT TO WATER DROP A N D  HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT DATA 
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